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I Am A Buddhist My Belief
A jargon-free, plain-language introduction to the foundational ideas of Buddhism
and real-world tips for practicing Buddhism while balancing life in the real,
modern world.This follow-up to the immensely-popular "Five-Minute Buddhist"
continues the tradition of easily-understood application of Buddhist principles and
ideas to your everyday life.After a brief "Buddhism Refresher," this book presents
approximately 150 short topics, mostly reader-submitted questions and answers.
How do you use Buddhism in your life? Find out how we do it in short, five-minute
chunksTable of Contents [Page numbers are from the print version]?Table of
ContentsIntroduction 13?Buddhism RefresherWhat is Buddhism? 15Who was
Buddha? 17The Four Noble Truths 20The Eightfold Path 24The Five Precepts
29?Applications of BuddhismQuestion: Am I One? 33Question: Meditation and
Medical Conditions 34Gudo Revisited 35Koan: If You Love, Love Openly
36Koan: No Loving Kindness 36Compassion 37The Fifth Precept Once Again
38Koan: The Moon Cannot Be Stolen 39The Last Poem of Hoshin 39To Guru Or
Not To Guru? 40Anti-Christian Bias? 42Koan: The Story of Shunkai 44Zen In
The Dark 46Koan: The Happy Chinaman 47Taking Refuge in the 3 Jewels
48Book: The Gift of Loving Kindness 49Loving Kindness Meditation, Step by
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Step 51Movie: Zen Noir 52Buddha's Ghostwriters and Hinduism 53Our Buddhist
President: Politics and Religion 55Beating Fear and Anxiety 57Koan: Shoun &
His Mother 57Buddhist Conversion: 59Setting Up a Buddhist Shrine at Home
60The Sangha Situation: Nowhere to Go 62The Return of “Buddha Boy” 63Four
Foundations of Mindfulness 65Koan: Gisho's Work 66Converts vs. Background
Buddhism 66The Dog Story 68More on “Right Effort” 70Sleepy Legs in
Meditation 71Koan: Stingy in Teaching 72Buddhism: Half-Empty or Half-Full?
74A Buddhist Christmas 75Past Lives and Reincarnation 78Meditation
Schedules 79Meditation on a Whoopee Cushion 80Buddhists and Chanting
82Koan: “Buddha” by Kosen 83Ahimsa and the First Precept 84Koan: A
Mother's Advice 85Great Expectations 85Insults and Quips 86Koan: My Heart
Burns Like Fire 87Koan: Eshun's Departure 88Life and Death 89Buddhist
Funerals 90Koan: Reciting Sutras 91Mindfulness and Creativity 91Koan: Three
Days More 92A Buddhist Diet 93Beginner's Buddhism Books 94Koan: Trading
Dialogue for Lodging 96Words of Advice for the New Buddhist 98Enlightenment:
Are We There Yet? 101Starting Buddhist Practice: How? 102Christians and
Buddhists 105Koan: Open Your Own Treasure House 107Playing Well With
Others 107Koan: A Calling Card 108He Made Me So Angry That I… 109Koan: No
Water, No Moon 111Koan: Everything Is Best 111I, Being of Sound Mind and
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Body… 111Resentment, Fear, and Anger 113Koan: Mokusen's Hand 114Living
Death 115Buddhists vs. Jehovah's Witnesses: The Jihad 116Rewards and
Punishment 118Buddha the Hindu and Jesus the Jew 122Koan: A Smile in His
Lifetime 124Choices and Responsibility 125Racism and Buddhism 126Koan:
Every-Minute Zen 128Violence and the First Precept 128Too Many Choices
130Koan: Flower Shower 132Confessions and Guilt 132You and Your Property
133Can Karma Be Shared? 135Publishing the Sutras 137Starting Out 138Sign
Language in Buddhism (ASL) 140Dealing With Hatred 141Koan: Sleeping in the
Daytime 146Is Buddhism A Lonely Path? 146Koan: Joshu's Zen 147What Do I
Need to Do? 148Paradoxes 150Don't Fear the Karma 151Buddhist Tattoos and
Books 153Koan: Zen in a Beggar's Life 154Koan: The Thief Who Became a
Disciple 154Sin & Skepticism in Buddhism 155Mindfulness at Work 156Koan:
Wright and Wrong 157Playing Mix & Match with Religion 157Trouble In Texas
158Ignorance and Arguments 160Koan: How Grass & Trees Become
Enlightened 162Rebirth Revisited 163Help with Mindfulness and Meditation
164Poetic Impermanence 166Aging and Suffering 166Ambition 16812 Steps,
Higher Powers, and Buddhism 169...And 40 additional topics.
In the face of systemic racism and state-sanctioned violence, how can we
metabolize our anger into a force for liberation? White supremacy in the United
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States has long necessitated that Black rage be suppressed, repressed, or
denied, often as a means of survival, a literal matter of life and death. In Love
and Rage, Lama Rod Owens, coauthor of Radical Dharma, shows how this
unmetabolized anger--and the grief, hurt, and transhistorical trauma beneath
it--needs to be explored, respected, and fully embodied to heal from heartbreak
and walk the path of liberation. This is not a book about bypassing anger to focus
on happiness, or a road map for using spirituality to transform the nature of rage
into something else. Instead, it is one that offers a potent vision of anger that
acknowledges and honors its power as a vehicle for radical social change and
enduring spiritual transformation. Love and Rage weaves the inimitable wisdom
and lived experience of Lama Rod Owens with Buddhist philosophy, practical
meditation exercises, mindfulness, tantra, pranayama, ancestor practices, energy
work, and classical yoga. The result is a book that serves as both a balm and a
blueprint for those seeking justice who can feel overwhelmed with anger--and yet
who refuse to relent. It is a necessary text for these times.
Merging Buddhist mindfulness practices with the Twelve Step program, this
updated edition of the bestselling recovery guide One Breath at a Time will
inspire and enlighten you to live a better, healthier life. Many in recovery turn to
the Twelve Steps to overcome their addictions, but struggle with the spiritual
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program. But what they might not realize is that Buddhist teachings are
intrinsically intertwined with the lessons of the Twelve Steps, and offer timetested methods for addressing the challenges of sobriety. In what is considered
the cornerstone of the most significant recovery movement of the 21st century,
Kevin Griffin shares his own extraordinary journey to sobriety and how he
integrated the Twelve Steps of recovery with Buddhist mindfulness practices.
With a new foreword by William Alexander, the author of Ordinary Recovery, One
Breath at a Time takes you on a journey through the Steps, examining critical
ideas like Powerlessness, Higher Power, and Moral Inventory through the lens of
the core concepts of Buddhism—the Four Noble Truths, the Eightfold Path,
mindfulness, loving-kindness, and more. The result is a book that presents
techniques and meditations for finding clarity and awareness in your life, just as it
has for thousands of addicts and alcoholics.
Albert Einstein once said that Buddhism has all the markings of a cosmic religion.
This engaging little book paints Buddhism as the way of the world to come but
yet explains patiently why it is all right to fail at trying to become a Buddhist. With
lucid style and characteristic wit, Ms Fields deftly interweaves the past, the
present and the future, science and spirituality, the East and the West, earth and
space, and prose and poetry to produce a rich tapestry studded not only with
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gems of stupefying similes and mesmerising metaphors, but also drenched with
the distilled wisdom of the ages infused with original inspirational insight.
Buddhism is a religion for wealthy intellectuals, according to Fields. But read this
beautifully crafted book to find out just who might be one.
From one of America’s most brilliant writers, a New York Times bestselling
journey through psychology, philosophy, and lots of meditation to show how
Buddhism holds the key to moral clarity and enduring happiness. At the heart of
Buddhism is a simple claim: The reason we suffer—and the reason we make other
people suffer—is that we don’t see the world clearly. At the heart of Buddhist
meditative practice is a radical promise: We can learn to see the world, including
ourselves, more clearly and so gain a deep and morally valid happiness. In this
“sublime” (The New Yorker), pathbreaking book, Robert Wright shows how
taking this promise seriously can change your life—how it can loosen the grip of
anxiety, regret, and hatred, and how it can deepen your appreciation of beauty
and of other people. He also shows why this transformation works, drawing on
the latest in neuroscience and psychology, and armed with an acute
understanding of human evolution. This book is the culmination of a personal
journey that began with Wright’s landmark book on evolutionary psychology, The
Moral Animal, and deepened as he immersed himself in meditative practice and
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conversed with some of the world’s most skilled meditators. The result is a story
that is “provocative, informative and...deeply rewarding” (The New York Times
Book Review), and as entertaining as it is illuminating. Written with the wit, clarity,
and grace for which Wright is famous, Why Buddhism Is True lays the foundation
for a spiritual life in a secular age and shows how, in a time of technological
distraction and social division, we can save ourselves from ourselves, both as
individuals and as a species.
As both a practicing psychotherapist and, Buddhist priest-teacher, Dr. Diane
Shainberg uniquely integrates Buddhist spiritual wisdom with the practice of
western psychological healing. She demonstrates how rather than searching for
health through external solutions, one can look to his or her own internal
potentials for healing and transformation. The author gives us specific practices
for psychological Healing to happen and be sustained. “Chasing Elephants
clearly describes how Dzogchen Buddhist practice can help in working with our
psychological issues and in healing them through natural processes . . . how lo
create an inner transformation with open-hearted awareness. The author’s
personal, spiritual and clinical examples, make this an important contribution to
therapy and spiritual work. I highly recommend this to-all those on the path of
liberation. ” — Lama Surya-Das. Author of Awakening the Buddha Within,
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Awakening to the Sacred. “A wonderful book on how Buddhist teachings can
inform the process of healing psychologically. Like a Zen Koan, Shainberg’s
writings sparkle with wit and insight, pointing to the spaciousness found in the
intimacy with this moment. I hope professionals and lay people alike will mine this
rich resource.” — Pat Enkyo O’Hara, Sensei, Village Zendo. “This book will
change not just psychotherapy as we know it now, but also the hopes and
expectations of anyone who needs to heal. For it shows that love, spiritual
practice, and self-discovery, are essentially the same path, coming together in
the Now of Not-knowing.” — Roshi Bernie Glassman. Author of Instructions to the
Cook, Bearing Witness. “Chasing Elephants reveals the source of love from
which healing arises. This book is a perfect companion for our journey as
individual, client, or therapist.” — Judith Sarah Schmidt, Ph.D., Co-founder,
Center for Intentional Living. “A wise and moving book. Diane Shainberg distills a
lifetime of experience to show us how the paths of psychotherapy, spiritual
practice and daily life can be integrated into the one clear path of awakening.
Therapist or client, spiritual student or curious beginner — read this book and
learn how to heal!" — Kenneth Porter, M.D. Co-Director, Center for Spirituality and
Psychotherapy, National Institute for the Psychotherapies
“Ourvan offers a succinct but illuminating overview of Zen, Tibetan, and Soka
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Gakkai Buddhism."—Publishers Weekly Approximately four million Americans
claim to be Buddhist. Moreover, hundreds of thousands of Americans of various
faiths read about Buddhism, are interested in its philosophical tenets, or
fashionably view themselves as Buddhists. They’re part of what’s been
described as the fastest-growing religious movement in America: a large group of
people dissatisfied with traditional religious offerings and thirsty for an approach
to spirituality grounded in logic and consistent with scientific knowledge. The StarSpangled Buddhist is a provocative look at these American Buddhists through
their three largest movements in the United States: the Soka Gakkai
International, Tibetan/Vajrayana Buddhism, and Zen Buddhism. The practice of
each of these American schools, unlike most traditional Asian Buddhist sects, is
grounded in the notion that all people are capable of attaining enlightenment in
“this lifetime.” But the differences are also profound: the spectrum of
philosophical expression among these American Buddhist schools is as varied as
that observed between Reformed, Orthodox, and Hasidic Judaism. The StarSpangled Buddhist isn’t written from the perspective of a monk or academic but
rather from the view of author Jeff Ourvan, a lifelong-practicing lay Buddhist. As
Ourvan explores the American Buddhist movement through its most popular
schools, he arrives at a clearer understanding for himself and the reader about
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what it means to be—and how one might choose to be—a Buddhist in America.
For many of us, feelings of deficiency are right around the corner. It doesn’t take
much--just hearing of someone else’s accomplishments, being criticized, getting
into an argument, making a mistake at work--to make us feel that we are not
okay. Beginning to understand how our lives have become ensnared in this
trance of unworthiness is our first step toward reconnecting with who we really
are and what it means to live fully. —from Radical Acceptance “Believing that
something is wrong with us is a deep and tenacious suffering,” says Tara Brach
at the start of this illuminating book. This suffering emerges in crippling selfjudgments and conflicts in our relationships, in addictions and perfectionism, in
loneliness and overwork—all the forces that keep our lives constricted and
unfulfilled. Radical Acceptance offers a path to freedom, including the day-to-day
practical guidance developed over Dr. Brach’s twenty years of work with therapy
clients and Buddhist students. Writing with great warmth and clarity, Tara Brach
brings her teachings alive through personal stories and case histories, fresh
interpretations of Buddhist tales, and guided meditations. Step by step, she leads
us to trust our innate goodness, showing how we can develop the balance of
clear-sightedness and compassion that is the essence of Radical Acceptance.
Radical Acceptance does not mean self-indulgence or passivity. Instead it
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empowers genuine change: healing fear and shame and helping to build loving,
authentic relationships. When we stop being at war with ourselves, we are free to
live fully every precious moment of our lives.
This is a classic text on the essence of Buddhist meditation. It is an excellent, in-depth
description of mindfulness practice and its benefits. It includes a concise explanation of clear
comprehension, which is the kind of mindfulness you use in the course of your daily life. It also
presents an easily understandable explanation of the Four Foundations of Mindfulness. This
new edition includes an introduction from noted author and teacher Sylvia Boorstein. Although
the Buddha lived over 2500 years ago, his teachings on meditation are among the most
effective methods for healing the pain of grief, finding inner peace, and overcoming the sense
of dislocation caused by living in the 21st century. Mindfulness is a method not only for
committed Buddhists. It is for everyone interested in mastering the mind. From the introduction
by Sylvia Boorstein The Heart of Buddhist Meditation was the first serious, didactic Dharma
book I read. It was the early nineteen-eighties. My teacher, Jack Kornfield, suggested it as the
beginning formal training of my becoming a Mindfulness teacher. I have that original copy and I
am touched by how many underlined passages, how many exclamation points in margins, how
many addendums of my own written in tiny scrawl appear in its fading pages.
A thought-provoking collection of the most notable and insightful Buddhism-inspired writing
published in the last year: • Thich Nhat Hanh’s vision for a more enlightened and sustainable
society • Ezra Bayda on avoiding the pitfalls that arise on the path of meditation • Tsoknyi
Rinpoche’s powerful Dzogchen practices that help you to discover your mind’s inherent
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awareness and clarity • Lodro Rinzler on what happens when the Buddha walks into a bar •
Karen Maezen Miller on the virtues of boredom • Phillip Moffitt on how to transform emotional
chaos into confidence and clarity • Joseph Goldstein’s unique nine-minute meditation practice
that you can incorporate into your busy day • Elihu Genmyo Smith on being still • Pema
Chödrön on how to become a bodhisattva • Sakyong Mipham on how mind, breath, and
energy work together in meditation to transform your life • Judy Lief on the fifty-nine ancient
slogans that can help you be more skillful and loving in all your relationships • Bonnie
Friedman on discovering nonattachment while apartment-hopping in Brooklyn • Jules Shuzen
Harris on what anger can teach you • Pico Iyer on travel as contemplative practice • And much
more
Talks about the nature and customs of this unique religion
A provocative essay challenging the idea of Buddhist exceptionalism, from one of the world’s
most widely respected philosophers and writers on Buddhism and science Buddhism has
become a uniquely favored religion in our modern age. A burgeoning number of books extol
the scientifically proven benefits of meditation and mindfulness for everything ranging from
business to romance. There are conferences, courses, and celebrities promoting the notion
that Buddhism is spirituality for the rational; compatible with cutting-edge science; indeed, “a
science of the mind.” In this provocative book, Evan Thompson argues that this representation
of Buddhism is false. In lucid and entertaining prose, Thompson dives deep into both Western
and Buddhist philosophy to explain how the goals of science and religion are fundamentally
different. Efforts to seek their unification are wrongheaded and promote mistaken ideas of
both. He suggests cosmopolitanism instead, a worldview with deep roots in both Eastern and
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Western traditions. Smart, sympathetic, and intellectually ambitious, this book is a must-read
for anyone interested in Buddhism’s place in our world today.
In this landmark book, esteemed Buddhist teacher Sylvia Boorstein addresses this incisive
question in a warm, delightful and personal way. With the same down-to-earth charm and wit
that have endeared her to her many students and readers, Boorstein shows how one can be
both an observant Jew and a passionately committed Buddhist.
One day in the summer of 2016, Michael Harding's wife brought an unusual gift home from
Warsaw. All of a sudden, he found himself falling back into the old religious devotions of an
earlier time. The meaning he had found through years of engagement with therapy began to
dissolve. Here, in On Tuesdays I'm a Buddhist, Harding examines the search for meaning in
life which keeps him fastened to the idea of god. After many therapy sessions focused on an
effort to uncover personal truth, and long solitary months on the road with a one man show,
Harding is finally led to an artists' retreat in the shadow of Skellig Michael. Mixing stories from
the road with dispatches from his Irish Times columns, On Tuesdays I'm a Buddhist is a spellbinding and powerful book about the human condition, the narratives we weave around the
self, and the ultimate bliss of living in the present moment. 'What happens between one story
and the next? That's the really interesting part. That's the space where we find bliss; where we
float sometimes, suspended, and only for a brief moment. Perhaps only for a few scarce
moments in an entire life.'
In this inspiring, soul-stirring memoir, Lawrence E. Carter Sr., founding dean of the Martin
Luther King Jr. International Chapel, shares his remarkable quest to experience King's
"beloved community" and his surprising discovery in mid-life that King's dream was being
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realized by the Japanese Buddhist philosopher and tireless peace worker Daisaku Ikeda.
Coming of age on the cusp of the American Civil Rights Movement, Carter was personally
mentored by Martin Luther King Jr. and followed in his footsteps, first to get an advanced
degree in theology at Boston University and then to teach and train a new generation of
activists and ministers at King's alma mater, Morehouse College. Over the years, however,
Carter was disheartened to watch the radical cosmic vision at the heart of King's message
gradually diluted and marginalized. He found himself in near despair—until his remarkable
encounter with the lay Buddhist association Soka Gakkai International and a life-changing
meeting with Ikeda, its president. Carter knew that King had been inspired by Gandhi, a Hindu,
and now Ikeda, a Buddhist, was showing him how King's message of justice, equality, and the
fundamental dignity of life could be carried to millions of people around the world. What ensued
was not a conversion but a conversation—about the essential role of interfaith dialogue, the
primacy of education, and the value of a living faith to create a human revolution and realize at
last Martin Luther King's truest dream of a global world house. In these dark and frustrating
times, the powerful dialogue between Carter and Ikeda gives hope and guidance to a new
generation of reformers, activists, and visionaries.
Jesus, Moses, Mohammed, Gandhi, and the Buddha all had brains built essentially like anyone
else's, yet they were able to harness their thoughts and shape their patterns of thinking in ways
that changed history. With new breakthroughs in modern neuroscience and the wisdom of
thousands of years of contemplative practice, it is possible for us to ...
Twenty discourses from the Pali Canon--including those most essential to the study and
teaching of early Buddhism--are provided in fresh translations, accompanied by introductions
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that highlight the main themes and set the ideas presented in the context of wider philosophical
and religious issues. Taken together, these fascinating works give an account of Buddhist
teachings directly from the earliest primary sources. In his General Introduction, John J. Holder
discusses the structure and language of the Pali Canon--its importance within the Buddhist
tradition and the historical context in which it developed--and gives an overview of the basic
doctrines of early Buddhism.
Challenging Western notions of Buddhism as a self-effacing path to rebirth and enlightenment,
Sharon Suh shows how first-generation Korean Americans at Sa Chal Temple in Los Angeles
have applied Buddhist doctrines to the project of finding and knowing the self in everyday life.
Buddhism, for these Buddhists, serves as a source of empowerment and as a wellspring of
practical and spiritual relief from myriad everyday troubles. Painful life events and
circumstances--psychological stresses, marital discord, adjustments to immigrant life, racial
and religious minority status--prompt a turning toward religion in an effort to build self-esteem.
The process of coming to find and know the self initiates a transformation that, far from taking
future rebirths as its focus, enables the self to enact change in the present. Oral histories from
twenty-five men and twenty-five women also offer unexpected insights into distinctly male and
female forms of Buddhist worship. As a commentary on ethnicity, Being Buddhist in a Christian
World challenges much of the existing literature in Asian American studies by placing religion
at the center and illustrating its importance for shaping ethnic identity. Not only does Suh ask
how Korean American identity might be grounded in religion, she goes on to examine the
implications of this grounding when the religious tradition is considered to be socially marginal.
A Vietnamese monk clarifies the main principles of Buddhism, reveals its roles in creating joy
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and enlightenment, and encompasses every facet of Buddhist teaching, from the Four Noble
Truths to the Three Dharma Seals. Reprint.
A popular introduction to Buddhism, showing how Christians can understand and effectively
dialogue with Buddhists. Buddhism is a rapidly rising religion in the West, but few Westerners
know Buddhism from the inside. Having grown up with Buddhism and Christianity, Steve
Cioccolanti highlights the similarities and builds bridges of understanding between the two
major religions. His account is studded with stories, parables, and illuminating observations.
This book is remarkably easy to read, and Steve is an engaging and original guide. Discover
Buddhism the way it's actually lived, not the way it's been presented in textbooks or by
Hollywood. Now you can learn the 2 most popular religions in 1 book! "A groundbreaking
book... Steve has an unusual insight into the Buddhist mind. I would use it for our Bible College
students." Dr. Wayne Cordeiro (Pastor of New Hope Christian Fellowship, a 10,000+ member
church in Hawaii.) "From Buddha to Jesus is a clear exposition of both Buddha's search for
truth and the foundations of Buddhist culture. It then gives an account of how the Good News
of Jesus can fulfill Buddhist law, and deliver people from the drive of endless perfectionism. A
totally thought-provoking work!" Rod Plummer (Senior Pastor of Jesus Lifehouse Tokyo)
"Steve's book 'From Buddha to Jesus' is the best tool that I have found to find a common
platform with Buddhists. Although the book is primarily focused on Thai Buddhism, the
principles in the book can be used with Buddhists in Japan and with Buddhists in other
countries. I highly recommend it!" Rev. Daniel Kikawa (President of Aloha Ke Akua Ministries,
Pastor of Hilo Missionary Church) "One of the books that I really read from cover to cover. I
bought 10 copies and distributed them to my friends. I was once a Buddhist and this book
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really opened up my eyes. It is a must-read for all Buddhists, Eastern religion followers or even
Christians who are looking for a way to reach out to these groups of people. Steve Cioccolanti
was able to put things in the right manner and has written in a balanced and non-offensive
way. This book rocks!" Daniel Hendrata (TV Host, Co-Founder of Anugrah Ministries) "I have
been a missionary in Thailand for 40 years. I read your book and was very impressed. I wish I
would have had it sooner." Dorothy H., Thailand "Your book is one of my treasured collection
and I've been reading it again and again. I love it so much. It helps me to understand Buddha
and Buddhism and draw bridges between the two faiths. Keep up the good work and God
bless!." Mish N. "Steve's gentle way of sharing his insight suits the [Asian] audience very well...
He has also broken some invalid preconceived ideas that Buddhists are closed to the Gospel."
Ching Wah, Singapore "My husband and I have been reading it and although I am a secondgeneration missionary in Thailand (my dad arrived in 1946!) your book has brought new insight
and clarified many things and is helping me/us immensely in relating to the Buddhists. So,
Thank YOU and Thank GOD!" Marianna & Erik, Thailand "This book gave me confidence that I
had a strategy! Because we can start from a place of commonality, instead of a place of 'I'm
right, you're wrong'. This teaching releases people!" Tim P., Thailand "Anyone who comes in
contact with Eastern religions should read Steve's book." Col Stringer, President of ICFM
Australia "Truly enlightening and informative... A useful tool to reach not only Buddhists but
many others confused by the plethora of religions." Tom Inglis, Founder of Psalmody "A wellwritten book with a clear and bold testimony." Canon James Wong (Anglican Churches
Singapore
This user’s guide to Buddhist basics takes the most commonly asked questions—beginning
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with "What is the essence of the Buddha’s teachings?"—and provides simple answers in plain
English. Thubten Chodron’s responses to the questions that always seem to arise among
people approaching Buddhism make this an exceptionally complete and accessible
introduction—as well as a manual for living a more peaceful, mindful, and satisfying Life.
Buddhism for Beginners is an ideal first book on the subject for anyone, but it’s also a
wonderful resource for seasoned students, since the question-and-answer format makes it
easy to find just the topic you’re looking for, such as: • What is the goal of the Buddhist path?
• What is karma? • If all phenomena are empty, does that mean nothing exists? • How can we
deal with fear? • How do I establish a regular meditation practice? • What are the qualities I
should look for in a teacher? • What is Buddha-nature? • Why can't we remember our past
lives?
In simple and straightforward language, Bhante Gunaratana shares the Buddha's teachings on
mindfulness and how we can use these principles to improve our daily lives, deepen our
mindfulness, and move closer to our spiritual goals. Based on the classic Satipatthana Sutta,
one of the most succinct yet rich explanations of meditation, Bhante's presentation is
nonetheless thoroughly modern. The Satipatthana Sutta has become the basis of all
mindfulness meditation, and Bhante unveils it to the reader in his trademark "plain English"
style. Contemplating the Four Foundations of Mindfulness--mindfulness of the body, of
feelings, of the mind, and of phenomena themselves--is recommended for all practitioners.
Newcomers will find The Four Foundations of Mindfulness in Plain English lays a strong
groundwork for mindfulness practice and gives them all they need to get started right away,
and old hands will find rich subtleties and insights to help consolidate and clarify what they may
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have begun to see for themselves. People at every state of the spiritual path will benefit from
reading this book.
This is the first scholarly treatment of the emergence of American Buddhist Studies as a
significant research field. Until now, few investigators have turned their attention to the
interpretive challenge posed by the presence of all the traditional lineages of Asian Buddhism
in a consciously multicultural society. Nor have scholars considered the place of their own
contributions as writers, teachers, and practising Buddhists in this unfolding saga. In thirteen
chapters and a critical introduction to the field, the book treats issues such as Asian American
Buddhist identity, the new Buddhism, Buddhism and American culture, and the scholar's place
in American Buddhist Studies. The volume offers complete lists of dissertations and theses on
American Buddhism and North American dissertations and theses on topics related to
Buddhism since 1892.
Here is the core of the Buddha’s teaching in his own words, as it was memorized word-forword by his disciples and written down two hundred years after his death. These selections
from the Buddhist scriptures deal with the search for truth, the way of contemplation, life and
death, living in community, and many other topics, serving as an excellent small introduction to
the Buddha’s teaching. Whether addressed to monks and nuns, householders, outcastes, or
thieves, the Buddha’s teachings are characterized by one main concern: conveying the reality
of our bondage to suffering—and the supremely good news that liberation is possible. It is a
concern as relevant for people today as it was for the people of north India a millennium and a
half ago.

This book presents mindfulness teachings via short insights or meditations.
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Unlike many other books on mindfulness, which provide a lot of theoretical
explanation?they “tell” about the subject?this manuscript “shows” the reader
with teaching stories how to put mindfulness into daily life. Mindfulness simply
means being alert, aware, attentive moment by moment. The simplest definition
of mindfulness is mental scrutiny. The Buddha was consistently speaking about
the practice and realization of mindfulness. When asked, “Who are you, my
friend?” the Buddha replied directly and concisely: “I am awake!” Though that
answer was an unusual way to define himself, it pointed to the essence of
Buddha’s teaching. When we have that mind skill, the result of our living is
positive, as the Buddha noted: “All wholesome words, deeds and thoughts have
mindfulness as their root.” However, if the mind is not trained, the result of our
living will show up much the opposite, marked by forgetfulness and neglect. The
readings in this book offer gentle reminders about how to be mindful in our daily
thoughts, words and actions. All too often we “forget” to be present. We neglect
to be mindful when eating, listening, speaking, working, studying, seeing the
sunrise and the sunset, being with friends or sipping a cup of tea. As a result, we
fail to live our lives to their fullest potential and experience the joy of living. The
Buddha, who was the planet’s most prominent practitioner of mindfulness, taught
this technique to others. This book, Think Like the Buddha, offers reflections for
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108 days of mindfulness. The stories and lessons are brought together to provide
insight, information, instruction and inspiration for the reader to cultivate this
practice daily. The book is very “user friendly”?immediately applicable
regardless of any background in Buddhism, and is thus useful to complete
beginners. Mindfulness is more than stress release, or mental focus. It cannot be
separated it from the ethical framework of Buddhism. Think Like The Buddha
retains this ethical component of Buddhism from which mindfulness is derived.
The stories and teachings in this book cover a wide variety of specific topics,
from divorce, to illness, to losing a job, to determining a course of action. All
these meditations are infused with the message of compassion that all today are
hungering for.
Lined journal for noting down meditation thoughts, yoga progress and spiritual
musings with picture of someone meditating on the cover and a place to put your
name. Great for making notes in Yoga class, or just writing down your Buddhism
or Buddhist thoughts and musings.
"[Thich Nhat Hanh] shows us the connection between personal, inner peace and
peace on earth." --His Holiness The Dalai Lama Nominated by Martin Luther
King, Jr. for a Nobel Peace Prize, Thich Nhat Hanh is one of today’s leading
sources of wisdom, peace, compassion and comfort. The 20th anniversary
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edition of the classic text, updated, revised, and featuring a Mindful Living
Journal. Buddha and Christ, perhaps the two most pivotal figures in the history of
humankind, each left behind a legacy of teachings and practices that have
shaped the lives of billions of people over two millennia. If they were to meet on
the road today, what would each think of the other's spiritual views and
practices? Thich Nhat Hanh has been part of a decades-long dialogue between
two great contemplatice traditions, and brings to Christianity an appreciation of its
beauty that could be conveyed only by an outsider. IN lucid, meditative prose, he
explores the crossroads of compassion and holiness at which the two traditions
meet, and he reawakens our understanding of both. "On the altar in my
hermitage," he says, "are images of Buddha and Jesus, and I touch both of them
as my spiritual ancestors."
The key to becoming fully alive and joyful is to develop our natural capacity for
attention and to be fully present here and now. In this informative guidebook to
practical Buddhism you discover: How to live life with equanimity, lovingkindness, compassion, and joy How to cut through obsessions with the external
world, relationships, harmful emotions, pleasure and power, and self Tried-andtrue methods for cultivating active attention with your body and mind.
"A provocative essay challenging the idea of Buddhist exceptionalism, from one
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of the world's most widely respected philosophers and writers on Buddhism and
science. Buddhism has become a uniquely favored religion in our modern age. A
burgeoning number of books extol the scientifically proven benefits of meditation
and mindfulness for everything ranging from business to romance. There are
conferences, courses, and celebrities promoting the notion that Buddhism is
spirituality for the rational; compatible with cutting-edge science; indeed, "a
science of the mind." In this provocative book, Evan Thompson argues that this
representation of Buddhism is false. In lucid and entertaining prose, Thompson
dives deep into both Western and Buddhist philosophy to explain how the goals
of science and religion are fundamentally different. Efforts to seek their unification
are wrongheaded and promote mistaken ideas of both. He suggests
cosmopolitanism instead, a worldview with deep roots in both Eastern and
Western traditions. Smart, sympathetic, and intellectually ambitious, this book is
a must-read for anyone interested in Buddhism's place in our world
today."--Provided by publisher.
The Mind Illuminated is a comprehensive, accessible and - above all - effective
book on meditation, providing a nuts-and-bolts stage-based system that helps all
levels of meditators establish and deepen their practice. Providing step-by-step
guidance for every stage of the meditation path, this uniquely comprehensive
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guide for a Western audience combines the wisdom from the teachings of the
Buddha with the latest research in cognitive psychology and neuroscience. Clear
and friendly, this in-depth practice manual builds on the nine-stage model of
meditation originally articulated by the ancient Indian sage Asanga, crystallizing
the entire meditative journey into 10 clearly-defined stages. The book also
introduces a new and fascinating model of how the mind works, and uses
illustrations and charts to help the reader work through each stage. This manual
is an essential read for the beginner to the seasoned veteran of meditation.
Without Buddha I Could not be a Christian narrates how esteemed theologian,
Paul F. Knitter, overcame a crisis of faith by looking to Buddhism for inspiration.
From prayer to how Christianity views life after death, Knitter argues that a
Buddhist standpoint can encourage a more person-centred conception of
Christianity where individual religious experience comes first, and liturgy and
tradition second. Moving and revolutionary, this edition comes with a new
conclusion – ‘Jesus and Buddha Both Come First!’ ‘A compelling example of
religious inquiry.’ New York Times ‘One of the finest contemporary books on the
encounter between religions in the heart and soul of a single thoughtful person.’
Library Journal
Cut through the busyness and anxieties of daily life to discover the simple
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happiness of living in the present moment, as taught by a world-renowned Zen
monk In this book, Thich Nhat Hanh—Zen monk, author, and meditation
master—distills the essence of Buddhist thought and practice, emphasizing the
power of mindfulness to transform our lives. But true mindfulness, Hanh explains,
is not an escape. It is being in the present moment, totally alive and free. Based
on a retreat that Thich Nhat Hanh led for Westerners, You Are Here offers a
range of effective practices for cultivating mindfulness and staying in the present
moment—including awareness of breathing and walking, deep listening, and
skillful speech. These teachings will empower you to witness the wonder of life
and transform your suffering, both within and outside you, into compassion,
tenderness, and peace. As Thich Nhat Hanh declares, “the energy of
mindfulness is the energy of the Buddha, and it can be produced by anybody.” It
is as simple as breathing in and breathing out.
"Elegant and formally ingenious."--Geoff Wisner, Wall Street JournalIn a time of
social distancing and isolation, a meditation on the beauty of solitude from
renowned Buddhist writer Stephen Batchelor When world renowned Buddhist
writer Stephen Batchelor turned sixty, he took a sabbatical from his teaching and
turned his attention to solitude, a practice integral to the meditative traditions he
has long studied and taught. He aimed to venture more deeply into solitude,
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discovering its full extent and depth. This beautiful literary collage documents his
multifaceted explorations. Spending time in remote places, appreciating and
making art, practicing meditation and participating in retreats, drinking peyote and
ayahuasca, and training himself to keep an open, questioning mind have all
contributed to Batchelor's ability to be simultaneously alone and at ease. Mixed in
with his personal narrative are inspiring stories from solitude's devoted
practitioners, from the Buddha to Montaigne, from Vermeer to Agnes Martin. In a
hyperconnected world that is at the same time plagued by social isolation, this
book shows how to enjoy the inescapable solitude that is at the heart of human
life.
Buddhism Plain and Simple offers a clear, straightforward treatise on Buddhism
in general and on awareness in particular. When Buddha was asked to sum up
his teaching in a single world, he said, "Awareness." The Buddha taught how to
see directly into the nature of experience. His observations and insights are plain,
practical, and down-to-earth, and they deal exclusively with the present.
Longtime teacher of Buddhism Steve Hagan presents the Buddha's uncluttered,
original teachings in everyday, accessible language unencumbered by religious
ritual, tradition, or belief.
If you are thinking about practicing Buddhism or if you already do this book is a
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good starting place to learn about all of its most basic tenets. As you go through
this introduction to Buddhism, you will find answers to the questions: - Where did
Buddhism start? - Who is the Buddha? - Why did the Buddha find a need for this
practice? - What are the most common Buddhist traditions? - What is the
difference between Theravada, Mahayana, and Vajrayana Buddhism? - What
does Buddhism look like in different parts of the world? Buddhism explains
inequality and injustice. It gives us the purpose of life, while providing a moral
code and way to lead a life filled with zen and happiness. This book is aimed at
people wanting to learning about Buddhism. In this book I'll discuss the basic
principles and tenets of Buddhism, Buddhist teachings and Buddhist rituals,
along with how you can incorporate Buddhism into your daily life.
Sandy Boucher, celebrated author of Opening the Lotus and Turning the Wheel,
now offers North American readers their first opportunity to share in Kwan Yin's
illuminating wisdom. Along with providing meditations, chants, and prayers this
lovely, illustrated volume recounts the stories of this bodhisattva (one who delays
her own full enlightenment to work for the liberation of all beings) and explains
Kwan Yin's role in Buddhism. Discovering Kwan Yin is sure to become an
important spiritual touchstone for those who seek to celebrate the goddess in
their lives, to give and receive the loving power of her presence.
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Why I Am a BuddhistNo-Nonsense Buddhism with Red Meat and
WhiskeyHampton Roads Publishing
Profound and amusing, this book provides a viable approach to answering the
perennial questions: Who am I? Why am I here? How can I live a meaningful life?
For Asma, the answers are to be found in Buddhism. There have been a lot of
books that have made the case for Buddhism. What makes this book fresh and
exciting is Asma’s iconoclasm, irreverence, and hardheaded approach to the
subject. He is distressed that much of what passes for Buddhism is really little
more than “New Age mush.” He asserts that it is time to “take the California out
of Buddhism.” He presents a spiritual practice that does not require a belief in
creeds or dogma. It is a practice that is psychologically sound, intellectually
credible, and esthetically appealing. It is a practice that does not require a diet of
brown rice, burning incense, and putting both your mind and your culture in deep
storage. In seven chapters, Asma builds the case for a spiritual practice that is
authentic, and inclusive. This is Buddhism for everyone, especially for people
who are uncomfortable with religion but yearn for a spiritual practice.
The author plumbs the "Eightfold Path" of Buddhism for advice on how to live life
with the proper attention to understanding, thinking, speech, action, livelihood,
effort, mindfulness, and concentration.
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